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Exam task

2  Track 7 You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about shopping for 
clothes. For questions 1–5, choose from the list (A–H), what each speaker enjoys about 
shopping for clothes. Use the letters only once. There are three extra letters which you do not 
need to use. 

A searching for bargains

B looking at goods in windows
        Speaker 1 ......
C keeping up with trends
        Speaker 2 ......
D buying occasional designer items
        Speaker 3 ......
E trying unusual items on
        Speaker 4 ......
F finding copies of expensive items
        Speaker 5 ......
G buying things for other people

H getting employee discounts

•	 In this part, you listen to recordings of five different people talking about a related topic.
•	 You have to choose which option (A–H) matches what each speaker says.

Exam facts
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Choose the correct alterative to complete the sentences about the past. 

1. I wish I’d worn / I wore more fashionable clothes when I was younger. 

2. My brother used to be / would be into designer clothes but he isn’t bothered about them now.

3. Had / Have you just come back from shopping? Where did you go?

4. I stood / was standing in the queue when a woman came up and pushed in front of me!

5. When I got to the shops, Mum was already waiting / had already been waiting for me.  

6. I’ve been browsing / browsed the internet for bargains all morning. 

7. I’ve missed the deadline for getting those cool boots in the online sale – it has been / was at  
12 o’clock. 

8. You were / You’ve been online all morning looking at clothes! Why don’t we go out now?
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